CA FLIP-A-DISTRICT/PROTECT-A-FRONTLINE-DISTRICT

>Frontline Districts are those 6 that flipped from red to blue in 2018 and need to be protected. Also, there are 8 red districts left in CA that need to be flipped. * denotes incumbent.

**PROTECT FRONTLINE DISTRICTS**
- CA10 – JOSH HARDER*-D (TED HOWZE -R)
- CA21 – TJ COX*-D (DAVID VALADAO -R)
- CA39 – GIL CISNEROS*-D (YOUNG KIM – R)
- CA45 – KATIE PORTER*-D (GREG RATHS -R)
- CA48 – HARLEY ROUDA*-D (MICHELLE STEEL -R)
- CA49 – MIKE LEVIN*-D (BRIAN MARYOTT -R)

**FLIP-A-RED-DISTRICT**
- CA01 – DOUG LAMALFA*-R (AUDREY DENNEY -D)
- CA04 – TOM MCCLINTOCK*-R (BRYNNE KENNEDY -D)
- CA08 – JAY OBERNOLTE -R (CHRIS BUBSER -D)
- CA22 – DEVIN NUNES*-R (PHIL ARBALLO -D)
- CA23 – KEVIN MCCARTHY*-R (KIM MANGONE – D)
- CA25 – MIKE GARCIA*-R (CHRISTY SMITH-D)
- CA42 – KEN CALVERT*-R (WILLIAM O’MARA -D)
- CA50 – DARRELL ISSA -R (AMMAR CAMPA-NAJJAR – D)